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Insurance Thought Leadership sat down to talk with
Sandeep Haridas, Business Head, North America and
Chief Strategy Officer, IntellectAI.
In this interview, he says MGAs and E&S carriers are
thriving, and they have lots of runway in front of
them. They can continue to exploit their deep
understanding of market niches, can drive
efficiencies in the often-cumbersome underwriting
process and can increasingly fit into insurers'
processes by being at the forefront of APIs.

ITL:

Would you please set the stage by describing how MGAs and specialty carriers have
grown and evolved over the past 15 or 20 years.

Sandeep Haridas:

MGAs have weathered economic storms because they have decades of
underwriting expertise in many classes of business and built deep connections with
their distributors. MGAs have a way of finding a solution where almost none exist
otherwise.
When the economic and employment boom began as the pandemic eased, carriers
found themselves wanting to launch new products and enter new markets, but
they didn’t have the specific underwriting talent or deep expertise in some of these
new spaces. And that is the sweet spot for MGAs.
So, MGAs are thriving. Some estimate they write over $54B of business.
E&S carriers have a similar story. The combination of a hardening market for
professional and management liability (including cyber) and low interest rates
unleashed a previously unseen level of capital, looking for a mid- to long-term safe
haven of returns. This space took off, generating estimated premium upward of
$70 billion.
MGAs and E&S carriers will not only survive but will thrive.

ITL:

As long as a lot of their appeal is their ability to innovate, what key things should
they be doing on their digital journeys?

Haridas:

There is lots of interest in having them innovate. E&S carriers are no longer “exotic
outsiders,” and MGAs are not staff augmentation for carriers’ underwriting
operations. We've come a long way.

What MGAs and specialty carriers need to focus on is really what got them where
they are. That is the discipline of underwriting, truly understanding the gaps in the
marketplace, building innovative products and leveraging strong relationships with
brokers to solve complex risks. Technology can assist, but can’t do it all for that for
them.
They also need to focus on efficiency, to make sure underwriting cycles are not
long and cumbersome, that underwriters don't have to enter the same information
six times in six different Excel spreadsheets and Word proposal templates.
They need to be in the forefront on APIs [application programming interfaces], too.
They should build APIs for services that make them unique and work with partners
like us to make those services fit into an end-to-end, seamless process for their
underwriters and fronting and reinsurance partners.

ITL:

Given who you are and what you do, you work with a lot of companies. Do you
have favorite examples of innovation?

Haridas:

One category of company that is doing really well figures out its secret sauce, then
augments it with off-the-shelf capability, like the platforms we offer. These
companies focus on underwriting effectiveness, not just efficiency. We talk about
sophisticated efficiency – which is the ability to improve your loss and expense
ratio at the same time and which allows profitable growth.
An example that comes to mind is a recent Celent award winner, Amerisure, a
carrier customer of ours since 2017. They have done a great job building
capabilities across their underwriting operations.

ITL:

How about less successful examples? I’m a name-and-shame kind of person, but
you’re a nice guy, so maybe we can do this question without identifying the
companies.

Haridas:

Some companies only focus on one factor, often efficiency. You have to optimize
and solve for multiple variables when addressing business problems. If someone
says, my underwriters leave too much money on the table, the answer doesn’t just
relate to improving efficiency. If you send them 20 submissions in five minutes,
they’ll still only have time to look at one. They can't look at the other 19. The
answer isn't just to clear more submissions faster. There has to be a full effort to
understand exactly why these underwriters can’t put more quotes out, then to
augment and digitize the entire underwriting process with sophisticated, datadriven insights and tooling that supports strong decision making.
We have to look at the whole underwriting process, end to end, and provide
automation so that the whole interaction, not just submission intake, becomes
straight-through and frictionless.

ITL:

What should companies be monitoring and measuring?

Haridas:

One bit of advice would be to build metrics into the program first. Start with
knowing your baseline. How many quotes? How many policies? Who are your
productive brokers? How do you classify submissions as high or low priority? We
can help you with those metrics because this is what we do for a living, but, in any
case, build in those metrics and know your starting point upfront. Connect the
metrics to your strategy.
When you monitor the top-line metrics, as well as the bottom-line metrics that
everyone focuses on, you make sure you don’t have a lop-sided strategy.
If you don’t build in the metrics from the beginning, you don’t know your starting
point and may wind up only completing half your transformation journey, or just
moving the bottleneck down the process.

ITL:

How can partners like IntellectAI help these companies jumpstart their innovation?

Haridas:

Maybe an MGA started with three programs 10 or 15 years ago but now wants to
scale to 30 programs. Old technology can't scale to 10 times the original design.
You’re seeing the same thing with E&S carriers. We can help get these
organizations to a point where they have technology that allows them to scale.
Our products at IntellectAI are “cloud only” and theoretically have infinite
scalability because of how they're built. We sell fully built-out solutions that that
can be further customized for driving underwriting effectiveness immediately,
bridging the gaps of multiple policy admin solutions that were either home-grown
or that were bought off the shelf starting decades ago.

ITL:

Do you have any favorite aha moments that you’ve seen MGA or specialty insurer
partners experience?

Haridas:

The aha moment really has been in how similar the problems, and hence the
solutions, are for some of the issues we're seeing.
IntellectAI has one of the largest AI-driven data aggregator platforms on the planet
for insurance applications. Our data can be categorized into three fundamental
domain models – company, location and person. Using AI, we convert this data into
insights for underwriters. Traditional application of these insights has been in the
admitted P&C space. What we've started to realize is that, by emphasizing one
aspect of these data domains slightly over the others, we can drive deeper insights
for E&S carriers.
For example, if we emphasize the person aspect, it naturally lends itself for
sophisticated and fast D&O underwriting. If you emphasize the company data
model slightly more than the location data model, it suddenly becomes a very
valuable tool for an E&O underwriter trying to write professional liability coverage.
So, the products that we built primarily for P&C carriers have broad applicability
across specialty carriers and MGAs, based on the exact same underwriting
discipline and process. That, at least for me, is the biggest aha moment.

ITL:

Any summary thoughts?

Haridas:

The market doesn't necessarily expect or accept any different level of service from
a smaller E&S carrier or from an MGA just because they aren't a Tier 1 carrier.
Then, can MGAs and specialty carriers continue to work inefficiently in their Excel
spreadsheets? I think the answer is no. But they also can’t afford to invest heavily
in multi-year, homegrown application development to match what the Tier 1
carriers are doing.
Through solutions like those we help MGAs and E&S carriers develop, the digital
revolution is reaching the grassroots level, where a lot of the most creative and
amazing E&S carriers and MGAs operate.

ITL:

My time covering technology goes back to the 1980s, when mainframes walked the
Earth. Now, I’m carrying multiple mainframes around in the palm of my hand. So I
agree completely about where the digital revolution in insurance is going.
Thanks.
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